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MINOX BINOCULARS

www.minox.com

CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY

HG SERIES

FOR PERFECT VIEWING, COMPETENCE CERTIFIED
BY PROGRESS

UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY “MADE IN GERMANY”

Since the invention of the famous spy camera, the
MINOX brand is known all over the world as a synonym for the perfect miniaturization of top of the
line technology.
Even today, MINOX is equally well known for their
outstanding innovative drive in the field of sport
optics. This reputation is reflected in the development and production of compact and high-quality
Our German engineers designed High Grade Sport Optics aimed
at the best possible performance in all areas. The optical system
of the HG series provides a fascinatingly high light transmission,
gaining top marks for brightness and contrast.

binoculars, now coveted by those who love the
wilderness.
Maximum priority is given to design and manufacturing to provide cutting-edge technology for
perfect viewing. The result is premium quality optics and high functionality to meet the highest of
demands.
Without compromise, MINOX binoculars are extremely robust, reflecting the solidity and longevity
typically found in German engineering skills.
Experience the world at first hand with the clarity,

-

Brilliant optical performance
MinoBright® prism coating for high light transmission
M* lens coating for a bright image
Extremely sharp image
Special optical high-tech glass
Large field of view
Lightweight magnesium body
Quick Close Focus for a smooth transition from close to long
range focussing
- Scale for distance estimations
- Waterproof down to 5 m and argon gas purged to prevent
fogging
- Eyecups with four click-stops – ideal for eyeglass wearers

solidity and excellent handling typical for MINOX
binoculars.
Your MINOX Team
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Available as:
HG 8x33 / HG 8x43 / HG 10x43
HG 8.5x52 / HG 10x52 / HG 8x56
APO HG 8x43 (top quality ED glass)
APO HG 10x43 (top quality ED glass)
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BL HD SERIES

BL 8x56 / BL 15x56

COMFORTABLE. LIGHTWEIGHT. HD.

LIGHTWEIGHT AND POWERFUL BINOCULARS

MINOX BL HD binoculars are characterised by their distinctive
lightweight design and open bridge, enabling a comfortable
one handed operation. The BL HD series with its innovative
anomalous partial dispersion HD glass provides an image
free from disturbing colour fringes or glare.

The perfect companion for observing wildlife in low-light
situations. Weighing just over 35 ounces, these binoculars are
perfectly suitable for extended use in the field. The BL 15x56
is ideal for observing objects at long distances.

- Excellent optical performance
- High quality and high performance HD optics for improved colour
rendition and higher transmission
- M* lens coating for a bright image
- High resolution, neutral colour rendition
- Open bridge for secure one-handed operation and perfect grip
- Lightweight, compact and robust housing
- Turnable eyecups – ideal for eyeglass wearers
- Wide field of view (up to 153 yds / 140 m with the BL 8x33 HD)
- Waterproof down to 5 m and argon gas purged to prevent
fogging
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Excellent optical performance
M* lens coating for a bright image
High resolution, neutral colour rendition
Turnable eyecups – ideal for eyeglass wearers
Waterproof down to 5 m
Argon gas purged to prevent fogging
BL 15x56 comes with a tripod adapter
Wide carrying strap

Available as:

Available as:

BL 8x33 HD
BL 8x44 HD / BL 10x44 HD
BL 8x52 HD / BL 10x52 HD

BL 8x56
BL 15x56
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BV SERIES

PRODUCT FEATURES

POWERFUL ALLROUND BINOCULARS.
GERMAN ENGINEERING.

BINOCULARS

HG
APO / ED glass

BL HD

  

1
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BL 8x56
BL 15x56

BV

Special optical high-tech glass
HD optics
Phase-corrected prisms
MinoBright® prism coating
M* multi-layer lens coating
MINOTEC coating
Extended field of view
Magnesium body
Lightweight construction
Comfort Bridge
Twist-up eyecups
Quick Close Focus

The MINOX BV series binoculars are particularly characterised
by their perfected optical performance, rugged and grippy
body, and high reliability even in harsh situations. Excellent
binoculars for wildlife observation in any environment.

Distance scale
Argon gas filling
Nitrogen gas filling
Waterproof

Made in Germany

-

Highly optimised optical performance
M* lens coating for a bright image
Neutral colour rendition
8x or 10x magnification for distant objects
Non-slip, sturdy aluminium body
Turnable eyecups - ideal for eyeglass wearers
Waterproof down to 5 m and nitrogen gas purged to prevent
fogging

Volkswagen Design
MINOX Comfort Service
1

APO HG

Available as:
BV 8x25 / BV 10x25
BV 8x42 / BV 10x42
BV 8x56
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MD 62

MD 50

EXPERIENCE THE FASCINATION OF FINEST DETAILS

THE EXTREMELY COMPACT SPOTTING SCOPE

When binoculars do not offer the magnification needed in the
field, the MINOX MD 62 spotting scopes are the perfect substitutes for discrete observations of distant objects. The MD 62
ED spotting scopes feature state-of-the-art fluoride glass to
guarantee absolutely neutral colour rendition and excellent light
transmission.

The unusually compact design, variable power optical system
and high precision mechanics are characteristics of the MD 50
and MD 50 W spotting scopes revered by wildlife specialists
around the globe. With a magnifcation range of 15x to 30x, these
spotting scopes are ideal for use in any situation.

– High contrast and natural colour rendition
– ED models feature fluoride glass with apochromatic colour
correction
– M* lens coating for a bright image
– From 20x to 45x magnification
– Exchangeable eyepiece
– Straight or angled (W) body
– Nylon protective case for easy handling
– Waterproof down to 5 m and argon gas purged to prevent
fogging
– Weighs only 930 g

–
–
–
–
–
–

	H igh contrast and natural colour rendition
M* lens coating for a bright image
From 15x to 30x magnification
Straight or angled (W) body
Turnable tripod mount
Waterproof down to 5 m and nitrogen gas purged to prevent
fogging
– Weighs only 660 g

Available as:

Available as:

MD 62 / MD 62 ED
MD 62 W / MD 62 W ED

MD 50
MD 50 W

Variable eyepieces:
20-45x, 21-42x
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MS 8x25 MACROSCOPE™

MINOX COMFORT SERVICE

THE HIGH-PERFORMANCE MINI TELESCOPE FOR CLOSE
AND FAR

OUR QUALITY PROMISE FOR THE NEXT
30 YEARS
More assurance and service for your MINOX product
even after the statutory warranty has expired:
After the product registration MINOX customers take
advantage of the MINOX Comfort Service. This service
will be offered to MINOX customers for 30 years after
the date of purchase.
The extended MINOX Comfort Service warranty applies
to all products in this brochure indicated by the
Comfort Service logo.

The extremely close-focus distance of only 35 cm (14 in.) and
8x magnification make the MINOX MS 8x25 the perfect pocketsized telescope for use at concerts or for observing insects
and flowers at close range. With a field of view at over 110 m
(120 yds.), it is the perfect tool for observing distant objects
and can even be used as a visual aid for the sight impaired.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

8x magnification
Close-focus distance of 35 cm (14 in.)
M* lens coating for a bright image
Turnable eyecup - perfect for eyeglass wearers
Dust and waterproof
Argon gas purged to prevent fogging
Dimensions: 92 x 57 x 44 mm (3.6 x 2.2 x 1.7 in.)
Weighs only 150 g

Please visit our website
www.minox.com

Here you can find further information about the products
described in this brochure.

Available as:
MS 8x25 Silver
MS 8x25 Black
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